A
Date
in
the
Desert
On a lush—and somewhat
wild—farm just
outside of Palm Springs,
California, farmer
Robert Lower has created
the ideal sustainable
ecosystem for growing
sweet, succulent, and very
delicious dates.
photographs by Marcus Nilsson

text by Kevin West

The first date palms in America were grown from seed by Spanish missionaries. Commercial date cultivation took root
in California’s Coachella Valley after the turn of the 20th century with the completion of a massive Colorado River irrigation project.
This page: Since temperatures can reach triple digits by midday, harvesting at Flying Disc Ranch begins at sunrise.
Opposite: Prized barhi dates are ready to be picked for market.
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The
dusty
community
of
Thermal,
California ,

southeast of Palm
Springs, lives up to its name. Summer temperatures
frequently top 110 degrees, and many years see
readings above 120. It’s an almost unbearably extreme
climate for the area’s scattered residents, but the
scorching temperatures are ideal for growing the
date palm. Known to botanists as Phoenix dactylifera,
the date is one of our oldest crops, cultivated in the
deserts of the Middle East and North Africa for as
many as 6,000 years.
Renegade farmer Robert Lower first planted dates
at his Flying Disc Ranch in Thermal in 1979, on what
was then a patch of desert scrub lying 127 feet below
sea level. With irrigation and care, he has trans
formed the 10-acre property into a lush agricultural
oasis and a showcase for a radical farming style
known as permaculture. Lower never tills his land,
he recycles the farm’s debris as compost, and he
rejects all chemical fertilizers, pesticides, and
herbicides. For more than three years, Flying Disc
has also been “vegan,” meaning that he stopped
hauling in animal manures as part of his effort to
minimize all “inputs” from outside the farm.
On a late-fall day when temperatures climb
past 90 degrees at noon, daybreak at Flying Disc
is sweater-cool and damp. Nearby conventional date
groves look stark and rigidly aligned, with dusty
ground between the trees. At Lower’s property,
however, there is verdant growth and pleasing

disorder, framed by the palms’ stately trunks,
which rise from the deep grass underfoot like
temple columns. Lower raises at least 16 varieties
of dates, as well as citrus trees, figs, pomegranates,
and aloe vera beneath the date palms’ airy canopy.
And everywhere he encourages wild edible greens
such as purslane, mallow, and lamb’s-quarters—
plants that conventional farmers would condemn
as weeds. “When I first called myself a perma
culturist, I did so on the basis of my noncultivation,”
explains the 68-year-old Lower. “I didn’t break the
soil. Now that has evolved into the idea of an edible
landscape.” Lower sells his other crops alongside
his dates at farmers’ markets in Los Angeles, Santa
Barbara, and the Bay Area.
But the understory planting also creates a per
fect ecosystem for the palms, which Lower consid
ers just one species—albeit the most important
one—in a thriving, balanced food forest. “The grass
and greens are absorbing heat and emitting some
moisture,” he explains. “A little humidity will cool
the overall temperature of the grove, and that’s
one of the things that makes our dates noticeably
sweeter and plumper.” In another sign of ecologi
cal health, Flying Disc is home to a rich variety
of birds that devour insects and, in the case of
visiting raptors and resident owls, help control
destructive gophers.
Today, dates are enjoying a popular resurgence,
thanks in part to their reputation as a healthier
alternative sweetener to refined sugar, rich in miner
als and fiber. But dates have a place in savory cook
ing too, especially in the popular Middle Eastern
and Mediterranean cuisines, as well as the raw-food
movement. California restaurants including Chez
Panisse regularly feature Flying Disc fruit, and
Lower now ships nationwide by mail order.
At this stage in his farming career, Lower
continues to refine the idea of an “edible landscape.”
His lasting ambition is to demonstrate the viability
of his idiosyncratic farming system to other desert
growers. “A lot of my neighbors consider this place
to be a weedy mess,” Lower acknowledges patiently.
But, he adds, the farmers who bother to get out of
their trucks for a closer look are less dismissive
after they’ve seen his date palms, loaded with
hundreds of pounds of the fruit, and also his heavy
citrus crop. For one grapefruit farmer, a visit to
Flying Disc was life-changing. “He’s recently gone
organic,” says Lower with a note of satisfaction,
“so he’s on his way to better times.”

some like it hot
Flying Disc Ranch
founder Robert Lower
first visited the Coachella Valley’s date
groves as a child in the
1950s, when his family
would detour on their
road trips from Santa
Barbara. He returned
for good in the mid1970s, after four years
of traveling through
the Mediterranean and
North Africa, where
he spent time at Egyptian and Tunisian date
gardens. His early
harvests from leased
land near Thermal
earned him the money
to develop his own
garden. Opposite, top
row, from left: Boxes of
newly harvested yellow
barhi dates. A single
tree can produce up to
600 pounds of fruit.
Each cluster of barhis
contains 100 or more
“strands” that must be
harvested individually.
Middle row: The grove’s
oasis-like green
growth contrasts with
the bare and dusty
look of neighboring
conventionally farmed
groves. Flying Disc
Ranch (flyingdiscranch
.com) also grows a
variety of citrus, including these maturing
Ruby Blush grapefruit.
A bucket of newly
picked medjools ready
to be sorted. Bottom
row: Lower relaxes for
a moment on his front
porch. Every date has
to be sorted by hand
on screens. In Lower’s
practice of perma
culture, weeds are
allowed to grow underfoot as a lush and
cooling ground cover.

hanging out
Dates are among the most labor-intensive crops. At Flying Disc Ranch, each of the grove’s 4,000 clusters of dates is bagged in loosely
woven cotton-blend cloth to protect it from birds and flying insects, then wrapped in paper to shed dust and dew. All of the work has to be done by hand,
as do the harvesting and sorting. Opposite: While their role as a sweet snack is obvious, dates are also rich in healthy minerals
and fiber, and lend themselves to all sorts of savory applications. This thoroughly modern salad updates the ancient fruit by pairing it with kale,
avocados, pine nuts, Parmesan shavings, and a tangy lemon vinaigrette.
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Kale-andAvocado Salad
With Dates

For recipes, see page 117.
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Roasted Chicken
With Dates,
Citrus, and Olives

Orange Salad
With Dates, Mint,
and Chiles

Spice-Rubbed Rack
of Lamb and Herbed
Rice With Dates
and Pomegranate

Flourless ChocolateDate Cake With
Salted-Caramel Sauce

Lemon-Date Bars

great dates
All of these fresh takes on the fruit can be made with easy-to-find date varieties. Clockwise from top left: Dates and spicy chiles reinvent a classic
Mediterranean citrus-and-mint salad. A fragrant and colorful pilaf of basmati rice, dates, pomegranate seeds, and pistachios makes a tasty side dish with
spice-rubbed lamb. Date cakes and bars have been popular since the 1950s: The date’s rich side emerges in this chocolate-date cake glazed with
salted bourbon-date caramel. Dates and citrus are a natural match, as in our sweet-tart lemon-date bars. Opposite: Dates are a staple in cooking across
North Africa and the eastern Mediterranean. Here, they add depth to roasted chicken with orange wedges, fresh thyme sprigs, and briny green olives.

high time to harvest
Clockwise from top left: Date-palm trees grow about one foot a year; the harvest requires extension ladders—and an experienced
crew that isn’t afraid of heights. With taller trees, each bunch is lowered from the canopy to the ground by rope. One barhi strand can
produce several dozen fruits, each of which is sorted and sold by ripeness. Flying Disc Ranch’s longtime crew
gently cuts each thread from a barhi cluster; it was one of the first farms to sell fresh yellow barhis commercially in America.
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A glossary
of Dates

There are thousands of named
date varieties.
They fall into two
main categories,
soft and dry, and
are most readily
available from
fall through winter. The succulence of freshly
picked dates will
astonish anyone
who has never
tasted one before.
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Kustawi

This is a fine dessert date
for eating out of hand,
with an elegant “date-y”
flavor that isn’t cloying.
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zahidi

4

Zahidi is sometimes
known as the “butter
date” for its pale color
and subtle flavor. It’s a
mild and likeable variety for people who think
they don’t like dates.
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Khadrawi

7

Khadrawi is a classic
soft variety, with a
rich flavor that’s not
too sweet.

Medjool

Known as the “queen
of dates” for its large
size, pillowy texture,
and very sweet, strong
flavor, it is surely the
most famous date in
America, although its
name means “unknown.”
The variety is available
at most specialty
groceries year-round.
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dayri

A date for date lovers,
it has a strong flavor with
a hint of vanilla. Large
and luxurious, it’s
dry like a medjool but
less sweet.
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Amber

deglet noor

A dry date with a pretty
color and shape, it
has a very sweet cinnamon flavor.

The deglet noor is a
prime example of the
dry category. It’s chewy
and medium-sweet,
with a complex flavor
that is nutty and evoc
ative of brown sugar.
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Yellow Barhi

Barhi dates are unusual
in that they can be eaten
not fully ripe, when they
have the crisp texture of
an apple and a flavor
that is fresh and slightly
astringent. Yellow barhis
are considered a delicacy in old-world dategrowing regions. They
are available during fall
at Flying Disc Ranch.
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Created by Sarah Carey, Ayesha Patel, and Jaspal Riyait
Food styling by Frances Boswell
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Barhi

A fully ripe barhi shows
the soft date varieties
at their most sensual:
luscious and full-bodied
in flavor, with a delicate
skin and a melting
texture. The taste is reminiscent of caramel
pudding.

